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Importance of BSM for CIOs

Leading CIOs worldwide define Enterprise Growth, Operational Efficiency and Customer Focus as the most 
important strategies for new age CIOs'. -Gartner CIO Survey

A growing buzzaround digitization and changing business priorities of enterprises,CIOs have to balance 
between apt strategy, right amount of funds/budgets and strengthen team skills. Herein, CIOs have to deal 
with constant pressure to build right strategies, right execution and most importantly right monitoring.

CIOs working towards business growth,invest in IT infrastructures as well as IT monitoring systems. How-
ever, ROI from both of them remains elusive. Alongwith right infrastructure, CIOs need monitoring tool 
which understand business and give wholesome view of IT spread across heterogeneous and distributed 
environments.

Mindarray brings the most comprehensive solution, Minder, focusing on IT as a business service with 
unified architecture to monitor complete IT infrastructure.The product has been designed to focus on 
monitoring as well as on business services in order to assist CIOs with BSM (Business Service Management). 

Business Service is an IT Service that directly supports a Business Process, as opposed to an Infrastructure 
Service. Business Service Management (BSM) focuses on customer-centric & business-focused approach to 
service management, aligning business objectives with IT from strategy through to operations.

CIOs must implement BSM methodology, so that IT become an integral part of the business strategy to 
improve performance by formalizing services they provide and monitoring respective Service Level 
Agreements (SLA). This will assist CIOs in short-term actions, long-term IT strategy and IT resource 
budgeting.
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Minder for CIOs

Use Case:

a.Business Service Management

Minder enables practices for Business Service Managementwith its out-of-the-box analytics and reporting 
on all the components of IT infrastructure viz. network devices, servers, applications, VMs and storage. 
Minder 's unified platform offers facility to group all the components defining a service and monitor overall 
health, availability and performance of a business service.

In any typical day of a tier I manufacturing organization, ERP is most critical system where dispatch of goods 
happen only after a delivery challan prepared at gate, production can only load goods if the transfer receipt 
is available and sales can log production information only if PO is fed into the ERP system. This makes it 
highly important for the IT team to keep monitoring ERP service and its 99.99% availability. (add context of 
all devices)

With Minder, CIO can view complete vital signs of ERP right from switches, printers, application servers, 
databases and storage, in single view, not to mention the overall stats as well.

Minder allows grouping of multiple compo-
nents of IT infrastructure to monitor them 
as single snapshot. Most of the monitoring 
systems work disjoint at various layers of 
the infrastructure with network, server or 
application, missing one or the other piece 
to actually understand what, where and 
how downgrade of service is happening. 
Minder offers an apt solution for business 
service health view.

Minder offers end-to-end view of performance 
levels. Thus, drills down a step below to under-
stand which layer and respective component is 

downgrading overall service performance.

 

Figure 1: Group & View

Figure 2: Monitor End-to-end Performance
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Minder derives correlation between each component, monitor and layer to present hour-by-hour report of 
health, availability and performance.

Figure 3: Derive correlation across layers and time period

Minder enables CIOs with a quick check on availability of the IT services, critical to the organization's busi-
ness processes.

Figure 3: Derive correlation across layers and time period
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b. SLA monitoring
Formalizing business service management approach requires SLA (Service Level Agreement) monitoring at 
each level. So, that right teams can be aligned at right time to improve performance, increase ownership 
and budget for right resources.

Formalizing business service management approach requires SLA (Service Level Agreement) monitoring at 
each level. So, that right teams can be aligned at right time to improve performance, increase ownership 
and budget for right resources.

Figure 5: Uni�ed SLA monitoring

Figure 6: Hour-by-hour SLA
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Minder Benefits

About Mindarray

CIOs striving and committed to be the front-runners in organization growth, should investin tools which go 
beyond monitoring and actually present the state in which their IT infrastructure is helping organization 
goals.

Minder brings multi-fold benefits, viz.

• Unified platform: Minder offers unified platform, which is ahead of the technology curve and presents
    complete picture of business service inclusive of all the layers network, server and application.
• Automated & transparent SLA monitoring: A single step grouping of components and SLA target
   setting,enables SLA monitoring at all the levels. Thus, identify non-performing components at any point    
   in time or across the time period with just one view.
• Exhaustive reporting and Compliance: Bundled with all industry standard compliance and reporting, 
   presents 360° view. Thus, allowing performance comparison over a time period, locate and diagnose 
   service quality degradation faster.
• Better ROI realization: Minder's unified solution, monitoring and 360° analysis at all layers makes 
   organization realize ROI on the toolfasterand enables CIOs to strategically plan IT resources & creating 
   value for money proposition at all levels.

Mindarray is an IT performance management suite for businesses and organizations to monitor and analyze 
performance across multiple applications and network resources. Mindarray helps you take control of your 
dynamic IT infrastructure by cross-domain monitoring, multiple product support, SLAs, forecast analytics 
and other impressive features. Driven by innovation, Mindarray is built from the ground up to provide next 
generation IT management. Mindarray’s cost effective management solutions can be deployed in less than 
hour and are designed to avoid dependence on any server host.


